Abstract

IMPORTANCE The severity of viral infections can vary widely, from asymptomatic cases to complications leading to hospitalizations and death. Milder cases, despite being more prevalent, often go undocumented, and their public health burden is not accurately estimated.

OBJECTIVE To estimate the true burden of influenza-like illness (ILI) in the US population using a surrogate measure of daily steps lost as measured by commercial wearable sensors.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This cohort study modeled data from 15,122 US adults who reported ILI symptoms during the 2018-2019 influenza season (before the COVID-19 pandemic) and who had a sufficient density of wearable sensor data at symptom onset. Participants’ minute-level step data as measured by commercial wearable sensors were collected from October 1, 2018, through June 30, 2019. Minute-level activity time series were transformed into day-level time series per user, indicating the total number of steps daily.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES The primary end point was the number of steps lost during the period of 4 days before symptom onset (the latent phase) through 11 days after symptom onset (the symptomatic phase). The association between covariates and steps lost during this interval was also examined.

RESULTS Of the 15,122 participants in this study, 13,108 (86.7%) were women, and the median age was 32 years (IQR, 27-38 years). For their ILI event, 2,836 of 15,080 participants (18.8%) sought medical attention, and only 61 (0.4%) were hospitalized. Over the course of an ILI lasting 10 days, the mean cumulative loss was 4,437 steps (95% CI, 4,143-4,731 steps). After weighting, there was an estimated overall nationwide reduction in mobility equivalent to 15% of the active US population becoming completely immobilized for 1 day. More than 60% of this reduction occurred among persons who sought no medical care. Age and educational level were positively associated with steps lost.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE These findings suggest that most of the burden of ILI in this study would have been invisible to health care and public health reporting systems. This approach has applications for public health, health care, and clinical research, from estimating costs of lost productivity at population scale, to measuring effectiveness of anti-ILI treatments, to monitoring recovery after acute viral syndromes such as during long COVID-19.


Key Points

Question How can the true burden of influenza-like illnesses (ILIs) be estimated given that most cases of ILIs are mild and go undocumented?

Findings This cohort study of 15,122 adults who reported ILI symptoms and had data from wearable sensors at symptom onset found an overall reduction in mobility equivalent to 15% of the active US population becoming completely immobilized for 1 day. More than 60% of this reduction occurred among persons who had sought no medical care.

Meaning This study suggests that the burden of ILIs is much greater than had previously been understood.
Introduction

Nearly 2 years into the COVID-19 pandemic, SARS-CoV-2 has infected more than 370 million people worldwide and caused more than 5.64 million deaths.1 However, the global burden of the pandemic is suspected to be much higher because milder infections, the most prevalent, are more likely to go unreported. This type of underreporting is not specific to COVID-19; it also applies to other viral infections, such as influenza-like illness (ILI).

Influenza-like illness is highly prevalent in the US and in the rest of the world. Every year, ILI is among the leading causes of mortality, severely affecting the youngest and the oldest individuals.2 Even beyond the severe cases, however, ILI places a considerable burden on society. Previous work has measured this burden in terms of quality-adjusted life-years, financial costs, work productivity, and/or absenteeism,3,4 but these measures often rely on self-reported estimates of varying quality. Furthermore, an important portion of that burden might remain unobserved because milder cases of ILI can be underrepresented or overlooked in studies that recruit participants solely from clinical care institutions or that analyze medical records or claims data.5

Commercial wearable sensors provide unique opportunities to understand objective behavioral and physiological changes associated with respiratory infections such as ILI and COVID-19 in clinical settings. Participants who consent to data sharing can allow for the unobtrusive and continuous collection of data without the burden of manual, subjective, self-reported input regarding the severity of disease. By their nature of being continuously produced over time (such as hour-level or day-level step counts), these data can complement measures of total disease burden and be used to study the dynamics of the burden over the course of the disease.6 Previous studies have shown the ability of wearable sensor data to track ILI-associated behavioral and physiological changes in activity (such as resting heart rate, sleep, and step counts),7,8 reflect statewide ILI prevalence,9 and even forecast future ILI events at the individual level based solely on abnormal activity data.10

We used large-scale wearable sensor data to quantify the burden of ILI at a national level. Specifically, we studied a cohort corresponding to a large population of individuals from whom both wearable sensor data and frequent ILI survey data were collected. We first present a method for assessing ILI burden at the individual level and then reweight the resulting estimates to reflect the US population, using estimates of ILI burden published by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).11 Our aims were to assess whether the burden of ILI increases with markers of increased disease severity (medical visits, hospitalization, and symptoms) and to explore associations between covariates and the ILI burden trajectory from onset to recovery.

Methods

Data Collection

The Achievement application (Evidation Health Inc) is a mobile consumer platform that encourages users to develop healthy habits—such as walking, meditating, and logging meals—and provides incentives for them to participate in research by completing surveys and sharing their data from commercial-grade wearable sensors.12-14 Since 2017, the application has been used for voluntary monitoring of annual waves of ILI virus infections.7

We developed an ILI survey and administered it during the 2018-2019 influenza season (eFigure 2 in the Supplement). Every 2 weeks, surveys queried members as to whether they had had any ILI symptoms in the preceding 14 days. Members who reported symptoms were then asked to describe specific symptoms that they experienced, the date of symptom onset, the recovery date (if available), health care-seeking behavior, diagnosis of ILI, lost workdays, household illness, and vaccination history days.

We also collected minute-level step data from October 1, 2018, through June 30, 2019, from participants who agreed to link their wearable sensor data to the Achievement platform. Minute-level activity time series were transformed into day-level time series per user, indicating the total
number of steps daily. Several quality-control criteria were applied to ensure that analyses included only participants using a wearable sensor who had dense activity data coverage throughout the influenza season (particularly the days surrounding the ILI) and only participant-days with sufficient sensor wear time (eAppendix in the Supplement).

The survey also captured the demographic characteristics of age, sex, race and Hispanic ethnicity, and educational level achieved. This study received expedited review and independent institutional review board approval from the Solutions institutional review board after data collection. This institutional review board waived the requirement to reobtain informed consent from participants owing to the retrospective design of the study. The data used by the investigators were already deidentified.

**Statistical Analysis**

Our data set enabled robust characterization of the time course of behavior during ILIs (Figure 1). Participants’ self-reported descriptions of ILI events (survey responses) were paired with their activity time series, passively recorded from their wearable fitness tracker. Influenza-like illness onset dates were used to index the activity time series, with ILI day 0 marking self-reported symptom onset. There were 3 time periods of interest:

1. The latent phase: ILI days −4 through −1. The incubation period of the ILI is 1 to 4 days, according to the CDC.15
2. The symptomatic phase: ILI days 0 to 11. This choice was based on our data, in which the last day with a statistically significant16,17 change in steps was noted on day 10.
3. The baseline, or healthy, phase: the remaining days in the time series.

In addition, we created matching control events. Each individual had 1 ILI event and 1 control event whose dates corresponded to the ILI event of another randomly sampled participant, which ensured that the distribution of control event dates matched the distribution of ILI dates.

We fitted a longitudinal multilevel regression model (LME4 package for R, version 3.6.0 [R Group for Statistical Computing]18) to days during the baseline period. The model was trained on all data excluding ILI and control periods (days −4 to 11 around each ILI event). This baseline model aimed to quantify typical healthy behavior by accounting for both group-level trends (eg, on average, people walk less during winter months than in the spring and fall) and individual differences between participants (eg, weekly step activity patterns differ between office workers and hospital nurses). Fixed effects were specified for each week of the year separately (as a categorical variable), which captured seasonal behavioral patterns at the group level. We also specified random effects (participant level) for a 5° polynomial fitting the week of the year and a random intercept (participant level) for each day of the week to account for individual differences in weekly activity patterns.

Next, the baseline model was used to estimate each participant’s behavior for all days of the influenza season, including all 3 time periods of interest. Multilevel models make unique covariates for each individual. The covariates obtained are analogous to counterfactuals19 (ie, the number of steps for each individual if they had not had an ILI event). We then computed step differentials as the difference between the observed activity and the estimated activity for each participant-day. These step differentials corresponded to the association of the ILI with activity level for each participant-day.

We were interested in the mean step differentials across participants, which are akin to the mean treatment effect in the causal inference literature.20 The baseline model mean absolute error was 2375 steps per day for the baseline period it was trained on and 2477 steps per day for the unseen control periods.

We also calculated the step differentials between the ILI and control periods (days −4 to 11) per individual. These differentials allowed us to estimate the ILI burden on each individual in our data for each day and to verify that the baseline model covariates contained no observable bias. Statistically significant differences in step differentials between cases and controls were assessed by means of the Wilcoxon signed rank test, the t test, and a novel statistical test for heterogeneous
Figure 1. Overview of Data Collection and Analysis

A. Study timeline
- October 1, 2018, first day of sensor data
- November 20, 2018, first survey sent
- May 5, 2019, last survey sent
- June 30, 2019, last day of sensor data

Influenza season 2018-2019

B. Survey responses
- Biweekly survey: Participant reports no ILI symptoms in past 2 wk
- Biweekly survey: Participant reports ILI symptoms began 7 d ago

C. Sensor data daily steps
- Baseline period: Healthy days, included in regression
- ILI event: Excluded from regression
- Control event: Excluded from regression

D. Baseline model
- Outcome: steps taken per day during baseline periods
- Baseline model covariates: counterfactuals

E. Baseline model covariates: counterfactuals
- Differential (steps) per participant

F. Differentials
- Assess mean differentials
- Compare ILI events with control events
- Compare ILI burdens stratified by self-reported variables

G. Worst day differential (day 1)
- Mean differential (steps)
- Sample mean
- 100
- -1020
- 0
- -4800

Cumulative differential (day 0-10)
- Sought medical attention and influenza medication
- Sought medical attention
- Did not seek medical attention
- Age group
- Sex
- Race and ethnicity
- Education
- Medical care or hospitalization

H. Burden models
- Outcome: steps differential on day i of ILI event (separate models for i = 0:10)
- Burden models covariates: participant-reported demographics and medical care

I. Estimated cumulative burden per population segment
- Model-estimated burden per population segment

J. Poststratified burden covariates:
- Estimated cumulative ILI burden for a person in a given population segment
- Sum the population segments to get the total US burden

ID indicates identification; and ILI, influenza-like illness.
effects. All tests were 2-tailed; statistical significance was assessed after correction for multiple hypotheses (at false discovery rate–corrected \( P < .05 \)). We also assessed the potential association of covariates, such as age, sex, race and Hispanic ethnicity, and disease symptoms, with ILI burden.

Because our sample of participants was not representative of the overall US population (ie, it was not a random probability sample and differed notably from the US population in distributions for sex and age), we attempted to adjust our quantification of ILI burden through poststratification. We reweighted our sample to match the relative proportions and absolute size of the US population by age group, sex, race and Hispanic ethnicity, and educational level, as reported by the US Census.22

For each day of the ILI period, we used a linear model with the step differentials as outcomes and the demographic factors used for restratification (age, sex, race and Hispanic ethnicity, and educational level), along with the CDC’s disease severity levels (attended medical care and hospitalized) as covariates. Using this model, we could estimate the ILI burden for each group or stratum corresponding to every possible combination of covariates. Within each group, the burden was summed over ILI days 0 to 10 (the only days showing statistically significant differences between cases and controls). These burden covariates were then reweighted by the US Census estimates of population size per demographic category and CDC estimates of ILI prevalence among demographic groups, and finally they were summed to create an estimate of the total US ILI burden. This procedure of estimating the national ILI burden was repeated on the control periods for comparison, and 95% CIs were estimated by bootstrapping (100 times) (see the eAppendix in the Supplement for additional validation details).

Finally, we tested whether any demographic covariates—such as age category, sex, race and ethnicity category, educational level category, medical attention (yes or no), and hospitalization (yes or no)—were associated with the daily or total ILI burden. We fitted a regression model with the daily or total ILI burden as an outcome and the covariates as covariates. We also performed univariate tests and visually inspected the association of each variable separately.

Results
Participants
After applying the selection criteria, demographic information, daily steps data from wearable sensors, and ILI survey data were available for 15 122 participants. Participants were a median age of 32 years (IQR, 27-38 years), 13 108 (86.7%) were women, 2014 (13.3%) were men, 13 140 (86.9%) were White, and nearly all (14 244 of 14 339 [99.3%]) had at least a high school diploma (eTable 1 in the Supplement). For their ILI event, 2836 of 15 080 participants (18.8%) sought medical attention, and only 61 (0.4%) were hospitalized.

Baseline Modeling
We trained the linear mixed model on all data except the ILI periods and the matching control periods. We then used the model to estimate the step count for each individual for each day of the ILI and control periods.

Figure 2A shows the mean differences between the estimated and observed step counts. As expected, the step differential mean values were near zero for control periods and the days before symptoms in the ILI period (indicating typical healthy behavior). In contrast, the step differential mean values deviated substantially from zero during the symptomatic ILI periods, showing the expected abnormal behavior during the ILI event. The difference in step differentials between case and control periods was statistically significant only for days 0 to 10 of symptom onset, with the step differentials that corresponded to an ILI event being negative and lower than those corresponding to control periods. The mean outcome of an ILI event was thus a reduction in the number of steps on days 0 to 10 of symptom onset. There was no significant difference between the groups in number of steps during days −4 to −1 (the latent phase) or on day 11 and beyond.
Despite the association between the ILI event and steps overall, there was a great deal of heterogeneity (Figure 2B); 41% of participants (6229 of 15122) showed little to no decrease (<1000 steps lost) or an overall increase in steps during days 0 to 10 of their ILI event; this proportion was 53% (7073 of 13460) for the control periods. However, when we focused only on the examples with more than 15000 steps lost, such cases represented 23% (3442 of 15122) of the ILI examples and only 12% (1671 of 13460) of the control examples.

**Overall ILI Burden**

Across our sample, a mean of 924 steps (95% CI, 861-988 steps) were lost on the worst day of the ILI event, corresponding to day 1 after symptom onset (Figure 2A). In comparison, the estimated loss during the control periods did not change significantly (~34 steps lost [95% CI, −95 to 26 steps lost]). Over the course of the ILI (days 0-10), the mean cumulative loss was 4437 steps (95% CI, 4143-4731 steps). For control periods, the burden was closer to zero, with ~41 steps lost (95% CI, −312 to 229 steps lost).

We reweighted the sample using self-reported age, sex, race and Hispanic ethnicity, and educational level to approximate the overall US population aged 18 years or older. Using this approach, we estimated that a total of 255.2 billion steps (95% CI, 232.9-277.6 billion steps) were lost during ILI events in the US during the study period (Table; eTable 2 in the Supplement). This finding reflects significant changes in routines, mobility, and employment and is equivalent to 15% of the active US population becoming completely immobilized for 1 day. The corresponding analysis for the matched control periods yielded no significant change (3.7 billion steps lost [95% CI, −25.4 to 32.8])

**Figure 2.** Mean Step Differentials and Histogram of Total Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) Burden Across Participants Measured in Lost Steps

A, Mean step differentials during ILI events and matched control periods. The step differentials are the mean across participants of the per-participant difference between the estimated counterfactual step counts and the observed step counts. Shaded areas indicate SE above and below the line. B, Total steps lost during days 0 to 10 during ILI events and matched control periods.
billion steps lost). Of the 255.2 billion steps lost owing to ILI, 60.6% (154.6 billion steps [95% CI, 138.1-171.2 billion steps]) occurred among individuals who had not sought medical attention.

### Association of Covariates With ILI Burden

In both univariate tests and logistic regression analyses, neither sex nor race and ethnicity had an association with ILI burden, whereas age and educational level did. As shown in Figure 3A and C, the ILI step burden increased with age and with the level of education.

Participants who were seen by a physician had a higher ILI burden compared with the rest of the sample (Figure 3B and D). This finding would be expected, as more severe ILI episodes likely led to requests for medical assessment. This finding was true whether the influenza diagnosis was positive or negative. Similarly, participants who reported being hospitalized had a higher ILI burden, although the SE was large, given the small number of reported hospitalizations (n = 61).

Influenza-like illness burden was also associated with both the number of workdays missed and self-reported overall health (Figure 3E and F). As expected, participants who took more time off lost more steps than those who reported working through their illness. Participants who self-reported very good to excellent health had a higher number of steps at baseline and lost more steps during ILI than participants with poorer health.

Finally, we investigated the association of different symptoms with the trajectory of ILI burden. In Figure 4, we show 4 different patterns of association between symptoms and disease trajectory (see eFigure 1 in the Supplement for the full list of symptoms). Participants reporting nausea or vomiting had a higher burden (more steps lost) in the initial phase of the ILI (days 0-2) but converged to the same level of step differential in the remaining days compared with participants who did not report nausea or vomiting. In contrast, participants reporting a sore throat exhibited a lower burden (less steps lost) on the first 2 days; however, they exhibited a higher burden on days 3 to 10 and a slower recovery compared with participants without a sore throat. Participants who reported headache had a higher burden across the duration of the disease. Finally, participants who reported shortness of breath showed a similar mean burden on days 0 to 2 but a higher burden on days 3 to 10 (slower recovery).

### Discussion

We present an approach for quantifying the population burden of ILI based on changes in daily activities obtained from wearable sensors linked to survey responses from the 2018-2019 influenza season. Our results show that wearable sensors can be used to estimate the burden of ILI at the individual and national levels in terms of the number of steps taken daily. We additionally investigated how different demographic covariates might modify this ILI burden and how different symptoms are associated with different trajectories of ILI burden throughout the course of the disease.

The measure of burden used in this study was the mean number of steps lost. This is a directly quantifiable, objective measure with passively collected data by wearable sensors. This measure has

### Table. Estimated Total Burden and Maximal Burden on Day 1 of ILI in Terms of Steps Lost for the Whole US Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Billions of steps (95% CI)</th>
<th>Total days 0-10</th>
<th>Day 1 maximal burden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unattended</td>
<td>−154.6 (−171.2 to −138.1)</td>
<td>−27.4 (−35.1 to −19.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended, not hospitalized</td>
<td>−97.1 (−104.6 to −89.6)</td>
<td>−13.1 (−16.1 to −10.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
<td>−3.5 (−4.3 to −2.7)</td>
<td>−0.4 (−0.7 to −0.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td><strong>−255.2 (−277.6 to −232.9)</strong></td>
<td><strong>−41.0 (−51.2 to −30.8)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILI events</td>
<td>−3.7 (−32.8 to 25.4)</td>
<td>−0.9 (−8.3 to 6.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control periods</td>
<td>−3.7 (−32.8 to 25.4)</td>
<td>−0.9 (−8.3 to 6.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ILI, influenza-like illness.
an advantage compared with existing approaches that rely more on self-reported estimates of ILI burden, such as quality of life–based and productivity surveys.3,4 Our approach also included medically unattended cases, which are ignored by measures relying on health care institutions or claims data. In addition, our measure of ILI burden captures the disease burden among more segments of the population uncounted in work-centric measures, including unemployed and retired persons. However, if the goal is to measure loss of productivity due to ILI, then our measure can be seen as an imperfect proxy. For example, a proportion of our participants did not lose a meaningful

Figure 3. Association of Confounder Variables With the Mean Step Differentials

A Age group

- 18-24 y (n = 2320)
- 25-34 y (n = 7005)
- 35-44 y (n = 3807)
- ≥55 y (n = 480)

B Education

- High school or GED (n = 1145)
- Some college, no degree (n = 3213)
- College degree (associate or bachelor) (n = 6939)
- Graduate degree (n = 2620)
- Doctorate degree (n = 327)

C Work missed owing to ILI

- Worked during illness (n = 7268)
- Retired or no work (n = 1750)
- 1 d (n = 3063)
- 2-3 d (n = 2211)
- ≥3 d (n = 571)

D Medical attention for ILI

- Medical attention and influenza medication (n = 1147)
- Medical attention (n = 1689)
- No medical attention (n = 12,244)

E Hospitalization for ILI

- Hospitalized (n = 61)
- Not hospitalized (n = 2,757)
- Not asked or unknown (12,304)

F General physical health

- Poor (n = 668)
- Good (n = 6317)
- Excellent (n = 496)
- Fair (n = 3650)
- Very good (n = 2874)

Shaded areas indicate SE for each group. GED indicates General Educational Development certification; and ILI, influenza-like illness.
number of steps and did not take time off from work despite the ILI. For such participants, our approach would not adequately assess the real burden of ILI in terms of productivity or quality of life. This finding will be especially true in a post-COVID-19 world, where remote work is a possibility for many occupations.

Some of the associations found in this study are difficult to interpret with the data available. For example, we observed that the ILI burden was correlated with the level of education. This finding might be explained by reduced job precarity among the more highly educated and the ability to take days off from work to recover at home, leading to a larger reduction in the number of steps taken. The ILI burden was also correlated with time off from work, which can be interpreted in 2 ways: either participants with milder disease presentation did not need to take time off from work, or using steps to measure the ILI burden underestimates illness severity among participants who are less inclined to take time off from work because of socioeconomic reasons.

A potential improvement on this work in the future would be to refine our baseline model estimating step counts. We plan to explore the use of deep learning and of individual-level models considering autocorrelation to potentially achieve less noisy covariates of baseline steps. A better estimate of activity in the absence of ILI will allow us to better quantify its effects. The individual burden of ILI can be associated with many other factors that we did not collect data for (eg, specific occupations and chronic conditions). Modeling those factors can further refine our models and lead to a more accurate measure of the individual and population ILI burden.

**Limitations**

This study has the following limitations: the accuracy limitations of the currently used models, the inability to clearly interpret the association between our burden and education or work productivity loss, and potentially unmeasured confounders (such as socioeconomic situation) that could bias our

![Figure 4. Mean Step Differentials Between Participants With Influenza-like Illness (ILI) and Controls by Symptom Experienced](https://jamanetwork.com/)

Shaded areas indicate SE for each group.
estimations. Further studies on independent data sets will be valuable in confirming our estimates, especially if these data sets are more representative and require less reweighting.

**Conclusions**

In this study, an estimated 255.2 billion steps were lost because of ILI symptoms, representing 15% of the active US population being immobilized for 1 day. A similar approach to that taken in this study could be used in many settings. In public health settings, this measure of burden could be used to measure the effect of other viral infections, such as COVID-19, and to monitor over time the effectiveness of policies and interventions to reduce their spread. In health care settings, the same approach could also be applied to quantifying the burden of other chronic diseases, including COVID-19 postviral syndrome (long COVID-19) or seasonal disorders. Finally, with adequate controlling for confounding factors, the approach could be used in clinical research to measure effectiveness of therapies.
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